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ABSTRACT. The effects of having a non-uniform field distribution on the efBoioncy of 
Gunn devices aro studied from a device designer’s viewpoint. Two mentis are suggested 
to achieve such field ilistributions : (i) n'sislivity gradient, and (ii) non-planar electrode goe- 
motry. Based on simplified mathematical models, both the cases aro analysed for the output 
power and efficiency. The performance of those proposed devices is compared with the iisunl 
uniform-field Gunn devices, and the advanlngos, disadvantages and practicability of siicli 
devices discussed. I t  is shown that in certain ranges of the high-field domain width and 
the raifirowave frequency, the non-uniform field devices may be more efficient than their 
counterpart.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
There is much recent interest in the (Junn-effect oscillators (Gunn, 1964a, h) 
made o f  tw o-vallcy compound semiconductors. The difforcntial-negativc-con- 
ductance model, independently proyiosod by Ridley and W atkins (1961) and 
Hilsum (1962), predicts current instabilities in a two-vallcy semiconductor such 
as GaAs or In P  when the applied electric fndd oxcoods a tluvshold value. Ridley
(1963) predicted the formation o f a high-field domain and a low-field domain in 
the bulk once the applied field is in the region o f negative differential conducti­
v ity . During and after its formation the high-field domain (HFD) propagates 
through the length o f the sample with roughly the low-field electron drift velocity. 
The periodic nucleation and propagation o f this H F D  give rise to  the microwave 
power output. The frequency o f oscillation is given by the inverse o f the domain 
transit tim e. McCumber and Chynoweth (1966) and Kroemer (1966) have shown 
that normal statistical fluctuations o f the donor density in the semiconductor 
give rise to  a dipole-domain formation. W hile the width o f a pure accumulation- 
layer domain is directly proportional to  the length o f  the sample (Ridley, 1963), 
no such simple relation exists in the case o f a more practical dipole-layer domain, 
and it  seems likely that the length o f the sample does not have much influence 
on the width o f a pure dipole-layer domain (Copeland, 1966a; Chynoweth, 1966). 
This is also borne out by the observation that coherent sinusoidal oscillations are 
obtained in shorter samples as compared to spiked oscillations in relatively longer 
samples (Foyt and McWhorter, 1966). However, the width o f both types o f  do­
mains is influenced strongly by the applied field, the width increasing with
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increasing applied field (Allen ei aZ., 1966;Butchor a/., 1966; Copeland, 1966a). 
Heeks (1966) observed that the field in the HFD saturates to around 75 KV/cm. 
and any excess applied voltage is absorbed by the domain by increasing in 
its width.
Gunn-effect oscillators have been successfully fabricated in the kilo-mega 
cycle frequency range with peak pulsed power output of about 100 watts (Dow 
ei a l, 1966) and a few tens of milliwatts in the CW operation (Hakki and Knight, 
1966). The efficiency of such devices is typically 3 to 10 percent, which compares 
well with the 2 percent efficiency of the present-day low-power single-cavity 
reflex klystrons. There have been some efforts made to calculate the efficiency 
of such devices (Hilsum, 1965; Copeland, 1966b). However, such calculations 
become extremely complicated because of the inherent non-linear nature of the 
device and computer solutions are usually resorted to. Hilsum (1965) considered 
an accumulation-layer domain equivalent to a charged capacitor and by consi­
dering the energy stored in this capacitor, arrived at a simple expression for the 
efficiency of the device.
In a series of experiments Hecks and coworkers (Heeks et al., 1965; Heeks, 
1966) demonstrated Gunn’s original observation lliat only the nucleation of the 
HFD requires the applied field to be higher than the tlircshold field, but a much 
lower field is necessary to maintain the propagation of the HFD along the length 
of the sample. This demonstration immediately suggests that the efficiency of 
the Gunn device could possibly be increased by keeping the maintaining field low 
after the complete formation of the HFD, because then the Joule heat loss will 
h(' less. A further step ahead would be to convert tlu  ^time variation of the applied 
field (Hecks, 1966) to a spatial variation in the sample, thus introducing a non- 
uniform field distribution. The purpose of this paper is to analyse this situation 
from a macroscopic viewpoint with the assumption of simplified mathematical 
models. Two different means are suggested to achieve such non-uniform field 
distributions and both the cases are analysed to obtain expressions for the effi­
ciency, Comparison is made with the existing uniform-field Gunn devices and 
the advantages, disadvantages and the practicability of the proposed techniques 
are discussed.
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• R E S I S T I V I T Y  G R A D I E N T
Kroemer (1966) suggested that intentional resistivity gradient may bo used 
in the Gunn devices either to force the format ion of a single depletion layer rather 
than a multiple of such layers, or, with a reverse gradient, to force the suppression 
of such depletion layers and formation of pure accumulation layers. Das and 
Maron (1966) analysed this situation and showed the desirability of having a 
non-uniform carrier distribution. We consider here an exponential distribution 
of the electron density :
n(«) s=s (1)
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where z is the distance along the sample of length I, and a  is a constant, 
an applied voltage V across the sample, the electric field F(z) is given by :
F { z )^
With
(2)
kTwhere the built-in thermal field (of the order of a) is neglected. The lowIq
domain field Fi, required to maintain the propagation of the HFD may bo 
written as :
F t =  (Frlm) (3)
where F  is the threshold field and m is a constant greater than 1 . For successful 
nucleation and propagation of the HFD we demand t h a t :
F{z) =  Fj^ ; z = l . 
F{z) ^  Fy ; z
Equations (2), (3) and (4) give ;
V =  (Frl/am)(e“—1), 
F{z) =  {FTlm)e*er^^^'^\ 





The field distribution, as outlined above, is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a). 
Kroemer (1966) considered the formation mechanism of both an accumulation- 
layer and a dipole-layer HFD due to the statistical fluctuations in the carrier 
density. Applying Kroemer’s argument in this case, with the existing non-uni­
form field, it is easily seen that the domain formation will be one of a dipole layer,
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing (a) the field distribution in the sample (Eq. (6)) immediately 
after the application of the external bias, (b) the assiuned transient distribution at 
the time of the formation of the high-field domain, and (o) the final steady state dis­
tribution after the complete doiqain formationi
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because the upstream field is higher than the down-stream field. Wo proceed 
with our calculations keeping in mind the salient features of a dipole-layer doman 
discussed in the Introduction.
In order to arrive a t an expression for the efiiciency of such a device, we make 
the following assumptions :
(i) The HFD is flat-topped, and the domain voltage is given reasonably 
accurately by :
Vu =  Fji* ... (8)
where F h , the field in the HFD, sa tu ra te  to a value given by :
=  ... (9)
where « is a constant less than 1 (Heeks, 1966). Any excess applied voltage is 
absorbed in the domain by increasing its wddth z.
(ii) The formation of the HFD takes place according to the Figs. 1(b) and 
1 (c). The potential drop in the region 0 <  z <  2„ is only responsible for the forma­
tion of the HFD (Fig. 1(b)), but after its formation, the potential gets redistributed 
as shown in Fig. 1(c).
(iii) The HFD is equivalent to a charged capacitor C, whose stored energy 
propagates through the length of the sample in time
T =  (1/v) ... (10)
to deliver the microwave power (Hilsum, 1965). Here the low-field electron 
drift velocity v is given by :
V =  =  Fh/i ' ... (1 1 )
where /i and /t' are the mobilities of the electrons in the lower and upper 
valleys respectively.
The weakest of the assumptions is (i) above. This assumption necessarily 
means that the wall thickness of the accumulation and depletion layers is negli­
gible compared to the total width of the HFD. This, in turn, restricts the cairier 
density to rather high values (Allen el al., 1966; Butcher et ah, 1966; Copeland, 
1966a), Assumption (ii) is the basis of the mathematical model we use for ana­
lysing the situation, and in the absense of any contradictory evidence we are 
willing to base our calculations on this model.
Under these simplifying assumptions, the average power output of the device 
for a time large compared to t is given by :
p  _  iC V a‘ _  K F t v^ii
*  A  sm I a! ' “ "a
(1/v)
(12)
where R  is the dielectric constant of the material and the relative domain width 
is given by :
y m { x l l ) .  ••• (13)
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where z is the distance along the sample of length I, and a  is a constant. With 
an applied voltage V across the sample, the electric field F{z) is given by :
F{z) = aFe-<°"/b(l-e-») ( 2 )
kTwhere th(‘ built-in thermal field (of the order of a) is neglected. The lowIq
domain field Fi, required to maintain the propagation of the HFD may bi- 
written as :
Fl =  (Frlm) (3)
where F  is the threshold field and m is a constant greater than 1 . For successful 
nucleation and propagation of the HFD we demand that :
F { z )^  F j , ; z ^ l
Equations (2 ), (3) and (4) give :
V ^  1),
F{z) =





T he field d is tribu tio n , as ou tlim 'd  above, is show n schoniatically  in Fig. l{a), 
K roem er (I960) consid(TC'd th('  ^ form ation moolianism of l)otli an  acoum ulation- 
layer and a d ipoh '-lay rr ITFD duo to  tho sta t istical fluctnal ions in lh (' carrirr 
density . A pplying K roerner’s a rgum en t in th is  case, willi th e  existing iion-uni> 








Fig. 1. Si homatic rliugnim showing (a) tho fiold distribution in the samplo (E(j. ((])) iimnocliatoJy 
after tho application of the oxtonial bias, (b) tho assumod transient distribution a t  
the time of tho formation of the high-field domain, and (e) the hnal steady state dis' 
tribiition after the complete domain formation,
because the upstream field is higher ihan tlu*. down-stream field. We proceed 
with our calculations keeping in mind tin* salient features of a dipolc-laycr doman 
discussed in the Introduction.
In order to arrive a t an expression for the efficiency of such a device, wo make 
the following assumptions :
(i) The HFD is flat-topped, and the domain voltage is given reasonably 
accurately by :
Vij — Fjix ... (8)
where Fjj, the field in the HFD, saturates to a value given by :
Fn — i^Tl^) (9)
where ,5 is a constant less than 1 (Hecks, 19C(>). Any excess applied voltage is 
al)sorbed in the domain by incr(^asing its width x.
(ii) The formation of the IlFD  takes place according to the Figs. 1(b) and 
1((*). Tlie potential drop in the region 0 <  z <  is only res])onsible for the forma-
t ion of the HFD (Fig. 1(b)), but after its formation, th(‘ potential gets redistributed 
as shown in Fig. 1(c).
(iii) The IIFD is equivalent to a charged cajiacitor (7, whose stored energy 
propagates through the length of the sample in time
... (10)
to deliver the microw'ave power (Hilsum, 1905). Here the low-field electron 
drift velocity v is given by :
V = F r^/i^ Fh/i ' ... (1 1 )
where /i and //' are the mobilities of the electrons in the lower and upper 
valh‘ys respectively.
The w’cakest of th('- assumptions is (i) above. This assninj^tion necc\ssaril3  ^
means that the wall thickness of the accumulation and depletion layers is negli­
gible compared to tlu) total width of tlu' IIFJ). This, in turn, r(\stricts the carrier 
density to rather high values (Alhn et al., 1900; Butcher et al., 1960; Copeland. 
1906a). Assumption (ii) is the basis of the matJieniatical model w'c use for ana­
lysing the situation, and in the absense of any contradictory evidence we arc 
willing to base our calculations on this model.
Under these simplifying assumptions, the average pow er output of the device 
for a time large compared to r  is given by :
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ICVh  ^ ^  KF_T^m 
(IJv) Snshn . . .  ( 12)
whore K  is the dielectric constant of the material and the relative domain width 
is given by :
y ^ ( x l l ) .  ... (13)
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Equation (12 ) is d(Tived with tho help of Eqs. (3), (8), (9) and (1 1 ). Since the 
eart*i<*rs in tho HFD are in th<‘ u])per valley of the conduction band, the resistance 
of this domain is approximately given ]>y :
.. (14)
whoro q is llic electronic charge. For low vaUii-s of’th(‘ domain width, this resis­
tance obviously reduces to ;
Rh ^  {xjn„q/n. ...
The rcsi.stance of the low' field region is similarly given b\ .
I
q//n{z) . . .  (16)
The potential di’op in th e  low-licld region is given Irom thjs. (.6), (M) and (9) l»y ■ 
Vl =  V -  Vh
[s(e’>—l ) —ocmij].
The power input to tho device under those conditions is gi\ cn by
r  == 1 ^ 4 .h ji h i
and w'ith th(' aid of Eqs. (8), (9), (14), (16) and (17) tliis becomes :
P Rrqnn/d | ,  ^ i {■‘''(e" -  I ) -  1
From Eqs. (12) and (19) the; overall efficiency of the device is ;
K F t  j f /I I W e“ — 1 )—





The efficiency thus calculated is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the relative 
domain width y w'ith a as a parameter. The following values, typical of ?i-GaAs, 
are used for this pimpose :
m =  2 
s =  0.043
F t  =  3.2 X10® volt/cm.
K  — 1.1 X 10~“  farad/meter, 
/i =  6000 om®/volt-sec.
... (21)
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Also plotted in this figure is the efficiency of a uniform-field device (the curve marked 
oc =  0), the expression for which was derived by Ililsum (1966). The uniform 
carrier density assumed for this plot is equal to ??(,. I'igun' 2 clearly shows that 
fv>r JaJgc* values of y  and relatively low a, the efficic^ncy of the nun-uliiform field 
device, as described above, is larg(u* than tliat for the uniform field device. The 
value of a  cannot be much less than unity, because Eqs. (4) and (7) have to bo 
simultam^ously satisfied. Decreasing a automatically reduces and since y 
cannot bo larger than so the advantage obtain<‘d by decri‘asing a is lost.
Th(‘ minimum value of a, as seen from Eq. (7), is ajquoximately 0.69, in which
.001 .01 .02 .03 .05
Relative domain width,
2. Tho coiiipnti»(l cffi< loncy of llie (lujm di‘Vico |)lntto(i awn function of the relative 
domain width, for tlio nnitona-fi' Id (a U) and ilio non-unifunn fadd (a >  0) Gunn
d o v i r t ' S .
case there will not be any stable domain formation and oscillation. From known 
uh.scrvations (Hilsum, 1965; t lc e k s , I960) it can b(‘ safely  a.ssunied tliat the relative 
domain width y  lies somewhere betwtHui 2 to 4 pcreeiit. Witli this range of values 
lor i/, Fig. 2 shows that having a non-uniform carrier distribution vith a — 1 
docs give a more efficient device than t lie uniform device of same huigtli and hav­
ing a carrier density of I t  may not bo possible to obtain such low gradient 
of carrier density (a =  1 ) with the techniques ol mdilTusion. HoweviT, the usual 
donors in GaAs, such as Se and Te, have rather low diffusion constants, and the 
technique of out-diffusion could be employed to obtain the required carrier- 
density gradient.
N O N - P L A N  A R E L E C T R O D E  G E O M E T R Y
The second method to achieve tho non-uniform field distribution in the Gunn 
devices is to use non-planar electrode geomc'try. We will consider here the ease 
of concentric cylindrical electrodes as illustrated in Fig. 3. Such devices could 
6
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be fabricated by selective surface jdating of the contact electrodes by the iisiusi 
photolithographic techniques and then alloying. Similar surface-oriented Ouhn 
devices with planar electrodes have been successfully used (Foxell et aL,
The following analysis is made by adopting all the assumptions made in the pn - 
vious ease exeej^t (ii). With the symbols delined in Fig. 3, the averagt* powf«r 
output of the cylindrical device is given from Eqs. (8), (9), (10) and (11) as :
( b - a ) I F i / i
KdFLfiFJ^x^c
4 (6 -a ) (1+xc/a)
K dF ^xcli
4(6—a)s*m (1+xc/a) ( 22)
when; the subscript c denotes the cylindrical ease. Lisk ad of calculating the pouri 
input to the device and the cfliciency, as was done earlier, vve will ealciiluU the 
power output in the case of a planar-electrode device (case ‘ p" in Fig. ill. aii'i
—  C O H U C T S — V . ,
4 -H ^  H
in-6*At
a  B O 3ra
Caflc' :
Fig. 3, Electrode configiirations for the cylindrical (cusc and the planar (caise ‘’jt”)
dovicoB.
assuming the same power input to both the devices, compare the output powers 
and hence the efficiencies. The latt(T ease has l)een treated by Hilsum 
and in our notations the output power of the planar device is given by ;
Pop = jC p V S(b--a)IFj,/i
KdaF^^xpfi
4?*w(6—a) (23)
As a basis for the comparison, we have assumed here that the depth of alloying 
d(see Fig. 3) is the same in both the cases and the width of the planar electrode
is {2na). With the same input power to botli the devices, the ratio of the respec­
tive efficiencies is given from Eqns. (22) and (23) as :
Vc _  Poc 
VP P op
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= ( : : ) In (1 -\~Xcla) ... (24)
Since for any positive xc :
( ? ) > '» { '+  (? )} • 25)




So, if Xc >  then tje ^’iH always bo larger than Tjp,
The Held variation in the case ' ‘e” follows an inverse radial-distance law. 
W ith tlu‘ boundary conditions enumerated in Eqs, (4) above (with the radial 
ilistance r substituted for z), wt‘ will liave an identical situation here as in the pre­
vious cas(\ Following the arguments given there and in the Introduction, it is 
]K)ssil)k? that,rc will be larger than xp, which Avill ensure that i]c always larger 
liijMi //p. This was not un('xp(‘cted, because the capacitance, and hence the 
ciK'rgy stored in it w ith the same inaxinium field F /f, is larger in the case of cylin­
drical el(‘ctrod(‘s than that in the planar case with the same cross sectional area. 
Apart Irom this increase' in tlu' capacitance because of the geometry, there could 
1)<‘ further increase in the (‘ffieiency of th(' (’ylindrieal device because of the pos- 
sil>le inenMise in the domain width duo to the non-uniform field distribution.
K('ferring 1 o Eqs. (25) and (2(>), it is not('d that larger the value of (xcia), larger 
Avill l)c tlu' incr(*asc! in i/r corn feared to ///>. With thti j)resent-day photolithographic 
1echni(jues a eould be as small as 3-5 microns, and wdth xc presumably in the same 
nirige, thc'n' eould be a substantial increase in the efficiency of the cylindrical 
as compared to that in the planar device. Of course, the reduction in a 
will necessarily reduce the cross sectional area and hence the output power. 
Aiii)th(U' interesting observation that can be made here is that the HFD travels 
radially through the active length I =  (b—a), and unlike the linear flow its width 
reduced during its propagation. This wfill, therefore, tend to give rise to spiked 
waveform rather than sinusoidal ones (Fo5rt. and McWhorter, 1966). This effect 
could conceivably be overcome by keeping the active length (ft—a) reasonably 
sniall. This reduction in the active length, w^hich is one of the great advantages
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of the surface-oriented devices (Foxell et al., 1965), helps generating higlii r 
frequency,
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